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Götessons’ parent company strengthens their board with
Isabelle Sjövall. Isabelle has previously been a board member
at Götessons Industri AB and Akustikmiljö i Falkenberg AB,
both a part of the Götessons consortium. Isabelle Sjövall is a
neuro designer and expert at research-based health benefitial
design and how our brains react to physical environments.
Focusing on human sustainability, she has long experience
in advanced projects within architechture, design, product
development and property optimization.
”Isabelle has been an enormously valuable support during her
time as board member for Akustikmiljö and Götessons, and it
feels very positive that she wants to continue her engagement in
Götessons and our journey with Accent”, says Emil Johansson,
CEO and president of the Götessons consortium.
”It is positive with companies such as Götessons who are at the
forefront of developing the future’s design with focus on health
and sustainability. Together and with the right knowledge and
new innovation, we have a unique possibility to powerfully drive
the development of our trade in the right direction. It is both
exciting and interesting to contribute to this important work”,
says Isabelle Sjövall, neurodesigner and board member at
Götessons.
”We are very happy that Isabelle places her continued faith in
Götessons, the company’s management and us in the new
board. Isabelle will be a fantastic addition to both the board and
management, and will contribute with unique insights within
product development, sustainability and future health beneficial
design”, says Niklas Sloutski, chairman at Götessons.
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About Götessons:
Götessons Industri AB, founded 1984 by Ola Götesson, develops
and manufactures products with a high degree of functionality,
design and innovation for an ergonomic and comfortable work
environment. End customer groups include offices, conference
areas and hotels. Götessons’ products are sold through
sales forces mainly in Europe. The group also compromises
the subsidiary Akustikmiljö i Falkenberg AB, active within
manufacturing of environmentally friendly acoustic products to
both school and nursery interior designers, architects and music
studios.
www.gotessons.com
About Accent:
Founded in 1994, Accent Equity is one of the buy-out investment
pioneers in the Nordic region. Since then, Accent Equity funds
have invested in 86 companies, of which 68 investments have
been realised. Accent Equity Partners AB have counselled
seven funds with a total managed capital of approximately 12
billion kronor. Accent’s aim is to develop the portfolio companies
to Nordic, European or global actors through sustainable
improvements of the companies’ businesses and strategic
positions.
www.accentequity.se
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